In this paper, the problems of global exponential stability and periodic solutions for a class of delayed cellular neural networks are analyzed via the method of constructing suitable Lyapunov functionals. Some simple sufficient conditions are given for global exponential stability and the existence of periodic solutions. These conditions can be used to design globally stable networks, and they are easy to check and apply in practice.
INTRODUCTION
It is well known that the cellular neural network (CNN) is formed by many units called cells. The structure of the CNN is similar to that found in cellular automata; namely, any cell in a cellular neural network is connected only to its neighbor cells. A cell contains linear and nonlinear circuit elements, which typically are linear capacitors, linear resistors, linear and nonlinear controlled sources, and independent sources. Circuit diagrams and connection patterns modeling a CNN can be found in [1] . The CNN can be applied in signal processing; moreover it can be used to solve some image processing and pattern recognition problems [2] . It is necessary to use delayed cellular neural networks (DCNN) [3] to solve certain dynamic image processing and pattern recognition problems. Now the DCNN can only be described by delayed differential equations (namely, functional differential equations). In fact, the CNN is described by ordinary differential equations. The studies of stability and periodic solutions of the DCNN and CNN are known as an important problem in theory and thus have important significance in both theory and applications. Some results of stability for the CNN and DCNN have been obtained [1 15] . To the best of my knowledge, few authors have considered global exponential stability and periodic solutions for the DCNN. The purpose of this paper is to give some simple sufficient conditions for global exponential stability and the existence of periodic solutions of the DCNN by constructing Lyapunov functionals.
In this paper, we study the global exponential stability and periodic solutions of the DCNN model described by differential equations with delays
in which n corresponds to the number of units in a neural network; x i (t) corresponds to the state of the i th unit at time t; f j (x j (t)) denotes the output of the jth unit at time t; a ij , b ij , c i are constant; a ij denotes the strength of the jth unit on the i th unit at time t; b ij denotes the strength of the j th unit on the ith unit at time t&{ j ; I i (t) denotes the external bias on the ith unit at time t; { j corresponds to the transmission delay along the axon of the j th unit and is not negative constant; and c i represents the rate with which the i th unit will reset its potential to the resting state in isolation when disconnected from the network and external inputs.
GLOBAL EXPONENTIAL STABILITY OF THE DCNN
Consider the special case of the DCNN model (1) as I i (t)=I i ; i.e.,
where f i , i=1, 2, ..., n are continuously differential with f $ i (s)>0 for s # (& , + ) and the delays { i , i=1, 2, ..., n, are nonnegative constants. Assume that the nonlinear system (2) is supplemented with initial values of the type
.., n, are continuous functions, and the system (2) has a unique equilibrium x*=(x 1 *, x 2 * , ..., x n *). Let x*=(x 1 *, x 2 * , ..., x n *) be the equilibrium of system (2); we denote &,&x*&= sup
The equilibrium x*=(x 1 * , x 2 * , ..., x n *) is said to be globally exponentially stable if there exist constants =>0 and M 1 such that
for all t 0. Theorem 1. Assume that a j j <0, j=1, 2, ..., n and there exist constants : j >0, j=1, 2, ..., n, such that
then the equilibrium x* is globally exponentially stable.
Proof. Since c j >0, a j j <0, j=1, 2, ..., n, and
We can choose a small =>0 such that
Rewrite (2) as
Now consider the Lyapunov functional
Calculating the upper right derivate D + V of V along the solution of (3), we have
and so
are constants. Then we easily get
for all t 0, where M 1 is a constant. This implies that the equilibrium x*=(x 1 * , x 2 * , ..., x n *) is globally exponentially stable.
Applying Theorem 1 above, we easily prove the following corollaries.
Corollary 1. If a jj <0, j=1, 2, ..., n, and
|b ij |, j=1, 2, ..., n, then the equilibrium x*=(x 1 *, x 2 * , ..., x n *) is globally exponentially stable.
Corollary 2. If a j j <0, j=1, 2, ..., n, and there exist constants : j >0, j=1, 2, ..., n, such that
for all t 0, where c=min 1 i n c i , M 1 is a constant. This implies that the equilibrium x*=(x 1 *, x 2 * , ..., x n *) is also globally exponentially stable.
Proof. Consider the Lyapunov functional
Using the method similar to Theorem 1, we can easily get the result of Corollary 2.
Corollary 3. If a jj <0, j=1, 2, ..., n, and
PERIODIC SOLUTIONS OF DCNN
In this section, we study the periodic solutions of the DCNN of the type
in which I i : R + Ä R, i=1, 2, ..., n, are continuously periodic functions with period |, i.e., I i (t+|)=I i (t). Other symbols possess the same meaning as that of (2).
Theorem 2. If a j j <0, j=1, 2, ..., n, and there exist constants : j >0, j=1, 2, ..., n, such that
then there exists exactly one |-periodic solution of (4) and all other solutions of (4) converge exponentially to it as t Ä + .
Proof. Let C=C([&{, 0], R n ) be the Banach space of continuous functions which map [&{, 0] into R n with the topology of uniform convergence. For any . # C, we define
For \,, # C, we denote the solutions of (4) through (0, ,) and (0, ) as
Define
Thus, we follow from system (4) that
: i |b ij | <0, j=1, 2, ..., n.
We consider another Lyapunov functional
By a minor modification of the proof of Theorem 1, we can easily get
for \t 0, where k 1 is a constant. One can easily follow from the formula above that
We can choose a positive integer m such that
Now define a Poincare mapping P: C Ä C by P,=x | (,). Then we can derive from (4) that
This implies that P m is a contraction mapping; hence there exists a unique fixed point ,* # C such that P m ,*=,*. Note that
This shows that P,* # C is also a fixed point of P m , so P,*=,*, i.e.,
x | (,*)=,*.
Let x(t, ,*) be the solution of (4) through (0, ,*). Obviously, x(t+|, ,*) is also a solution of (4), and note that
for t 0; therefore,
x(t+|, ,*)=x(t, ,*)
for t 0. This shows that x(t, ,*) is exactly one |-periodic solution of (4), and it easy to see that all other solutions of (4) converge exponentially to it as t Ä + .
Applying Theorem 2 above, we can prove the following corollary.
Corollary . If a j j <0, j=1, 2, . .., n, and
|b ij |, j=1, 2, ..., n, then there exists exactly one |-periodic solution of (4) and all other solutions of (4) converge exponentially to it as t Ä + .
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have derived sufficient conditions in term of the parameters of the connection matrix for global exponential stability and periodic solutions of delayed cellular neural networks, and the conditions possess highly important significance in some applied fields. For instance, they can be applied to design globally exponentially stable and periodic oscillatory DCNN and easily checked in practice by simple algebraic methods. These play an important role in designing DCNN. In addition, the methods of this paper may be applied to some other systems.
